
Picture Talk

1  Look at the picture. Find and write.

2  Point, ask, and answer.

What’s she 
wearing?

She’s wearing 
a T-shirt, shorts, 

and sandals.

1. 2.

3. 4.

sandals

T-shirt

sneakers

T-shirt

T-shirt T-shirt

cap
T-shirt jeans

sneakers swimsuit
pants shorts sandals
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Happy Reader

Sandcastles
1  57  Read and listen.

2  Check ( ✓) the things that are in the sandcastles. 

Every summer there are sandcastle contests at 
the beach in my town. It’s always very hot and 
sunny. This year people are building very big 
sandcastles. Sandcastles aren’t just for kids. 
Adults like to build things with sand, too. It’s a 
great day for the whole family! 

Artists use sand and water to make the 
sandcastles. They walk to the ocean to get 
water. Then they use the water to make the 
sand hard. Artists use tools to draw in the 
sand. They are very careful.

Happy Writer Page 54

Look at the dragon. Is he sleeping? Yes, he is. 

There is also a sandcastle with an elephant, 
and one with a shark. It takes a long time to 
build these beautiful sandcastles. 

 crocodile  elephant  boat  shark
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3  Complete.

4  Color the word that’s different. Then match.

2  Answer Ricky’s Riddle!

1  Read the clues. Then choose and write.

My second letter is in cap and in sandals.

My fourth letter is in take but not in make.

My last letter is in same but not in name.

You wear me on your legs.

What am I?

I’m 
1 2 3 4 5

.

1.  ing a kite

2.  ing ice cream

3.  ing in the water

4.  ing a sandcastle

1. 

2. 

3. 

capsandals

sneakers

pantsjeans

swimsuit

ice  
creamsleep

swim

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

It has a capital letter. You wear these on your feet.

You wear this in the water. It has the letter e.

We eat this at the beach.

We wear this on our heads.

We wear this when 
we’re swimming.
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